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app changelogs to identify emerging issues in app reviews. Plus,
Hassan et al. [3] conducted an empirical study on emergency updates for top Android mobile apps. Specifically, in [3], the content of app changelogs (i.e., release note in [3]) was only analyzed to confirm whether they provided useful information about
the rationale for the emerging updates. Unlike the study of Hassan et al. [3], our exploratory research employed the app
changelogs as the data source to investigate the changes of apps
as related to requirement types, from a developers’ perspective.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II provides background and related work. Section III presents the research questions and describes the process of data collection and
labelling. Section IV presents the descriptive results of our exploration. Section V discusses the study results, followed by the
limitations in Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes and
gives direction to further research.

Abstract— Release planning for mobile apps has only recently
become an area of active research. As a result, little is known about
the types of requirements that app developers pay the most attention to when releasing an app. This research uses the changelogs
of apps to shed light on this. We report the results of an exploratory study in which we analyzed the requirements that dominate
the changes of apps, according to a set of 3000 changelogs collected
from 120 apps from three categories in the Apple App Store:
Travel, Social networking, and Books. We analyzed the changelogs
in terms of functional and non-functional requirements, from a developers’ perspective. Our results suggest that developers’ releases
are by far more concerned with non-functional requirements than
with functional requirements. We also found that usability and
maintainability are the most frequently mentioned non-functional
requirements (NFRs) in the changelogs. Surprisingly, reliability
requirements formed only a fraction of the total number of NFRs
addressed in all changelogs of apps in the three selected App Store
categories.
Index Terms—Requirements Engineering, Non-functional
Requirements, Release Planning, Changelogs, App Store,
Empirical study.

II.BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
For the purpose of this research, we use the term mobile app
(or just an app) to refer to applications designed specifically for
the current generation of mobile devices such as smart phones
and tablets [4]. Typically, mobile apps are distributed through a
platform specific, and centralized app market [13]. Release engineering aspects of these apps have only recently become an
area of active research, unlike release planning and engineering
for web and desktop applications, which has been an established
area for many years [5]. From a Requirements Engineering (RE)
perspective, the majority of empirical studies on apps took users’
perspective, e.g. many studies focused on app users’ reviews and
their importance for requirements elicitation and software evolution.
There are only a few empirical studies that focused on the
analysis of release notes from developers’ perspective. The survey research of Nayebi et al. [5] focused on uncovering the ways
in which mobile app developers organize their releases and the
release strategies they employ. These authors found that half of
the developers participating in the survey had a clear strategy for
their app releases. Furthermore, the empirical analysis of McIlroy et al. [6] looked into the update frequency of the top 10,713
mobile apps across 30 mobile app categories. These authors indicated that 14% of the apps are updated frequently, while 45%
of these frequently-updated apps do not provide the users with

I.INTRODUCTION
With the progress on mobile techniques and smart phones,
the number of mobile applications (apps for short) are growing
much faster in recent years. The first quarter of 2019 marked the
availability of 2.1 million apps for Android users to choose,
whereas in Google Play, 1.8 million apps are there to download
[1]. Meanwhile, the number of either new apps or new releases
of existing apps are even continuously growing, to satisfy the
emerging demands of users and to be the winner in the market
competition. Since app repositories offer such a huge number of
apps, it is difficult to understand what changes in the apps make
them get more downloads in the market of app users. For this
purpose, this exploratory study intends to employ app
changelogs as the data source to get a comprehensive understanding on the trend of apps development and developers’ concerns on release planning of apps.
App changelogs are posted by software vendors or developers regularly in weeks or months. These official texts are written
in a standardized way and comprise the primary changes of the
releases of each app. Moreover, app changelogs have been employed as one of the data sources for the analysis on app stores.
For example, a 2018 ICSE study [2] has successfully employed
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B.Data Collection and Preprocessing
The data collection was performed in January 2019, covering
each of the six selected regions in the Apple App Store. Our raw
dataset was formed as follows. We first excluded both duplicate
apps and the apps with a very low number of releases. This resulted in 120 apps: 40 apps in the ‘Social Networking’ category,
50 apps in the ‘Travel’ category, and 30 apps in the ‘Books’ category. Next, for each of these 120 apps, we excluded the app
changelogs written in non-English language. In total, we collected 17024 changes in 8647 app changelogs of these 120 apps.
The data collection process and the selected changelogs are summarized in Table I (see the 2nd to 4th column).
When zooming in on the app changelogs, we observed that
each app changelog consists of multiple app changes, and each
app change is listed as one numbered sentence in app changelogs.
However, we found that the changes in ‘What’s New’ and ‘Recent Updates’ overlapped much in most releases of those 120
apps. To filter redundant app changes in the collection of app
changelogs, each app changelog was first decomposed into
changes. In our work, each app change is denoted by one numbered sentence in one app changelog. Next, the changes in ‘Recent Updates’ were removed if these changes were the same as
the ones in ‘What’s New’. This resulted in 8325 app changes, by
excluding 8639 duplicate changes. Furthermore, we observed
that between January 2012 and December 2013 only 161 versions were released, which accounted for 1.86% of our raw dataset. As this percentage is too small, app changes in those 161
releases were also removed, in order to balance the dataset. As a
result, we got 8037 app changes posted between January 2014
and December 2018.
Note that in this exploratory study, the decomposition of an
app change was implemented manually, and the identification
and removal of duplicate app changes was automatically conducted by Microsoft Excel.

any information about the rationale for the new updates. McIlroy
et al. also observed that frequently-updated apps are highly
ranked by users. Next, Hassan et al. [3] analyzed 1000 emergency updates of apps in the Google Play Store to identify patterns of updates and their effect on the user experience. The authors conclude that most emergency updates are due to simple
mistakes and that developers should avoid these patterns if they
want to improve the user experience. Finally, a 2018 empirical
study of Nayebi et al. [7] investigated how developers consider
deletion and addition of functionality to apps. The authors
grounded their research on Lehman’s laws of software evolution
which states that the functionality of programs has to increase
over time to maintain user satisfaction. Their study however
found that in the domain of mobile apps developers consider
“deletion of functionality to be equally or more important than
the addition of new functionality” [7].
III.RESEARCH DESIGN
A.Research Questions
The main objective of our work is to explore the changes of
apps from a developers’ perspective, by analyzing app
changelogs in terms of requirement types: Functional and NonFunctional Requirements (FRs and NFRs). To this end, we formulate two Research Questions (RQs):
RQ1: Which type of requirements (FR vs. NFRs) dominate
the changes of apps, according to app changelogs?
RQ2: Which types of NFRs are the foci of app updates, from
a developers’ perspective?
In general, app changelogs describe the main and/or the most
important changes of the newly released apps, compared to their
previous releases. The answer to RQ1 is needed to understand
that which type of software and user requirements (FR vs. NFR)
get more attention when developers maintain or update the apps
in order to catch the eyes of users. Then, RQ2 zooms in on the
types of NFRs that developers prefer to list in the official
changelogs of apps.
To answer these RQs, we set up an exploratory study [8].
Our exploration mainly focused on the mobile apps available in
the Apple App Store, particularly the apps in three Apple-storedefined categories [13]: Books, Travel and Social Networking.
This choice was justified with the authors’ collective familiarity
with these app types and experience in using them. We note that
the belongingness of a specific app to a category is pre-determined by Apple [13], and not by the authors.
Furthermore, to get a more comprehensive understanding on
the changes of apps, we included in our data collection and data
analysis app markets in six regions, namely: Asia, North America, South America, Europe, Africa, and Oceania. These app
markets were reviewed to collect changelogs of the top 10 freeto-download mobile apps in our three selected categories. Our
data analysis draws on the content analysis technique of Krippendorff [9]. We chose this analytical approach because of its
suitability to our research context and also because of its reliance
on coding and categorizing of the data, which makes the qualitative analysis particularly rich [10]. Below, we describe our
data collection process and our data analysis in more detail.

TABLE I. SUMMARY OF SELECTED APP CHANGELOGS (2014-2018)
Category of
apps

No. of
apps

No. of app
changelogs

Social
Networking

40

3631

No. of app changes
Before
exclusion

After
exclusion

6469

2652

Travel

50

3166

6494

3207

Books

30

1850

4061

2178

120

8647

17024

8037

Total:

C.Data Labeling
To understand the updating trend of apps based on app
changelogs, this paper employed manual labeling, analysis and
synthesis [9] to identify and statistically analyze different types
of requirements in the collected app changelogs. In general,
manual labeling is a time-consuming task, and it is hard for the
authors to manually label all the 8037 app changes in the short
term. Therefore, for the purpose of this exploratory study, we
took randomly 3000 (   ) out of
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the 8037 included app changes. These 3000 changes formed the
final set used in this study.
Following Krippendorff [9], we applied the ‘a priori coding’
process, in which a data classification schema is established
prior to the analysis based upon some theory. As Stemler suggests [10], professional colleagues agree on the categories in a
classification schema to use, and the coding is applied to the data.
Revisions of the classification schema could be made as necessary, and the categories are tightened up to the point that maximizes mutual exclusivity and exhaustiveness [10]. In this research, we use a NFRs classification schema based on the ISO
25010 standard [11] for NFRs. This means the app changes that
addressed NFRs were classified according to the NFRs types
treated in the standard.
The manual content analysis and labeling for the sampled
3000 changes was performed by two bachelor students majoring
in Computer Science, including the second author of this paper.
First, we briefed these two coders in a meeting to introduce the
task and explain the NFR standard (ISO 25010 [11]) using some
examples for labeling NFRs with some examples. Then, these
two coders were asked to conduct the first round of pilot labeling
on 120 app changes (   ). This pilot labeling task was completed within 35 minutes (two coders
worked in parallel and spent 30 and 35 minutes respectively),
and resulted in 63% inter-coder agreements [12] on app changes.
After discussing and resolving all the disagreements (the remaining 37%), we developed a coding guide to precisely define each
type of requirements and increase the quality of manual labeling.
Next, additional 500 app changes were selected randomly as the
input of the second-round pilot labelling task. The agreement of
the second-round labelling was 73.8%, so the two coders updated the coding guide after resolving all the disagreement in the
second-round pilot labeling. Finally, these two bachelor students
completed labeling and came to an agreement on all the included
3000 app changes.
While labelling, we found that most app changes specified
only one type of requirements. However, there were still a few
changes describing more than one requirements types. In order
to facilitate the analysis and synthesis in app changelogs, those
app changes containing more than one types of requirements
were decomposed into several app change sentences. This was
needed in order to (1) ensure that only one requirement type can
be identified in each change, and (2) make the labelled app
changes fit for training and testing the classifiers of supervised
machine learning algorithms in the near future.

Type of
requirements

Reliability

Email notification works again.

Maintainability

Unlocking picture is fixed.

Performance

Establishing video session takes less time.

Portability

Support for 3D Touch on iPhone 6 and 6s.

Others

Thank you for your use, please continue to pay
attention.

A.Overview of App Changes
Figure 1 shows the overview of 8037 app changes collected
from 2014 to 2018. We observed that the number of both app
changelogs (see the blue line) and app changes (see the orange
line) are continuously increasing over the last five years. Moreover, Figure 1 indicates that the increase of app changes grows
faster than that of app changelogs. One reason could be that the
app changelogs contain more and more changes that have been
implemented in the new releases.
















 


 

 







  

Examples of app changes
Read magazines in a more friendly interface
format.

We have added a password function; you can set a
password to enter the program.

IV.RESULTS

REQUIREMENTS.

Usability

FR

Note that ISO 25010 treats eight types of NFRs: Functional
suitability, Performance efficiency, Compatibility, Usability, Reliability, Security, Maintainability, and Portability. During the
pilot labeling, however, we found that functional suitability,
compatibility, and security were seldom observed in app
changelogs. Therefore, we included only five types of NFRs
(Usability, Reliability, Maintainability, Performance, and Portability) in this research, plus the type of functional requirements
(FR) and a requirements type that we labeled ‘Others’ to refer to
those requirements that are neither FR nor fit the five NFRs indicated above. Examples of requirements falling in each category are shown in Table II. We notice that the statements in the
“Others” category are usually non-informative for RE as they are
either thank-you notes or some very general recommendations,
such as “keep the good work” or “please continue to pay attention” as indicated in the last row of Table II.

TABLE II. EXEMPLARY APP CHANGES FALLING IN THE TYPES OF
Type of
requirements

Examples of app changes

  




  


 

Fig. 1. Growth of app changelogs and app changes over year.

Figure 2 zooms in on the changes of apps from the perspectives of the three categories of these apps, i.e. Social Networking
apps, Book apps, and Travel apps. More specifically, Figure 2
(a) shows that compared to apps in the ‘Books’ category, apps
developed for both social networking and travelling were updated much more frequently. Plus, apps in the category of ‘So-
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Figure 3 takes a closer look at the types of requirements identified in the 3000 app changes over different categories of apps.
We observed that for each of these three categories, there is no
big difference in the percentages of FR and NFRs that were subjected to changes. Relatively, however, NFRs got the most attention when developers updated the apps in the social networking category. Regarding the apps in the category of ‘Books’,
more app changes are uninformative for RE, as indicated by 22.3%
of app changes typed as ‘Others’. Whereas, the updates of apps
for travelling took a little more attention to FR, compared to the
apps in the other two categories.

cial Networking’ usually have the largest number of new releases. Considering the number of app changes shown in Figure
2 (b), we found that apps in the ‘Travel’ category released much
more updating details in less app changelogs, compared with the
apps for social networking. Similarly, apps in the category of
‘Books’ have the least number of app changes.
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(a) Numbers of app changelogs over year.


C.Answer to RQ2
Based on the answer to RQ1, this sub-section zooms in on
the distribution of app changes pertaining to the five NFRs. Figure 4 indicates that usability and maintainability are the NFRs
subjected to the most changes in all three categories of apps. Surprisingly, app changes referring to reliability are the least in
terms of numbers in all three categories of apps. Furthermore,
we gave a closer look at the NFRs to which the highest changes
belong, per app category. For example, usability is observed as
the NFR with the highest proportion in the ‘Travel’ category of
apps. Whereas, maintainability is the NFR with the highest proportion in the apps of ‘Social Networking’ category, but the lowest proportion in the apps of ‘Travel’ category. Regarding Reliability, Performance, and Portability, the proportion of the app
changes labelled as these types are not much different per app
category.
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Fig. 3. Percentages of different requirements types identified in app changes
over different categories of apps.
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(b) Numbers of app changes over years.
Fig. 2.  The changes of apps over different categories of apps.

B.Answer to RQ1
Table III shows the distribution of app changes over the types
of requirements, i.e. FR or NFRs. We found that 92.5% of the
selected 3000 app changes (2777/3000) are informative for RE
(see the total number of FRs and NFRs versus the requirements
in the “Others” category which are not uninformative). Specifically, 63.6% of 3000 app changes mentioned NFRs and 28.9%
referred to FR.



  




DIFFERENT CATEGORIES OF APPS

 



  

 



No. of app changes specifying the type
of requirements



FR

NFR

Others



Social Networking

283

664

53



Travel

300

643

57

Books

285

602

113

868

1909

223

Total:





TABLE III. REQUIREMENTS TYPES IDENTIFIED IN APP CHANGES OVER

Category of apps
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Fig. 4. Percentages of the five NFRs over categories of apps.
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Since Usability and Maintainability are the top two NFRs
dominating the app changes, we further investigated the growth
over time of these two NFRs in the app changes. Figure 5 shows
that over the years, for the apps in each of these three categories,
developers’ attention to usability is growing. Regarding the categories of ‘Social Networking’ and ‘Books’, the attention is increasing more slowly in recent years. Whereas, apps in the
‘Travel’ category continuously focused on the changes relevant
to usability, and the interest is even growing much faster in 2018.
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B.Reflection on the answer to RQ1
For RQ1, we first observed that FRs and NFRs dominate the
changes of apps. This agrees with our understanding of official
app changelogs: they provide information with less noise compared to reviews and could be treated as a high-quality data
source for RE purposes. Second, we found that compared to the
number of app changes (868) typed as FRs, the number of NFRstyped app changes (1909) has more than doubled. The possible
reason could be that app developers now focus much more on
how to improve user experience on the new releases, rather than
providing new functions. Also, we observed that apps in the category of ‘Travel’ gave more new FRs in the new releases, compared with the apps in the other two categories. The reason could
be that when using travelling apps (e.g. Booking.com), more
FRs are needed to coordinate and help switch to other apps (e.g.
Google Map). Whereas, the apps for social networking might all
have the same or very similar functionalities, as these applications are more mature. Therefore, the changes of apps in the category of ‘Social Networking’ are more referring to NFRs to
maintain registered users and absorb new ones.

.
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When looking into the changelogs of apps from the perspective of app categories, one observation is that apps for social networking are updated the most frequently. The reason could be
that social networking apps are becoming much more popular
and users are updating their profiles frequently while demanding
new functionality and quality levels. The more frequent use of
social networking apps leads in turn to more issues that users
expect to be resolved, and more FRs and NFRs to be improved
or implemented in the new releases. Another observation is that
the apps in the category of ‘Travel’ usually posted more changes,
compares to the apps in the other two categories. The reason
could be that the apps for travelling usually have closer relations
with apps in other categories, and much more changes are
needed for coordination with other apps. For example, Booking.com activates Google map to show the map from your current position to the destination labelled in Booking.com.
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Fig. 5. Growth of app changes typed as Usability.

Similarly, Figure 6 shows the growth of app changes types
as Maintainability over app categories. We found that although
apps in the categories of ‘Travel’ and ‘Books’ kept increasing in
the past five years, apps in ‘Social Networking’ category still
released the highest number of app changes referring to Maintainability. Plus, we observed that the growth of app changes
typed as Maintainability seems to be stable in the past two years.
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C.Reflection on the answer to RQ2
Regarding different types of NFRs, it was observed that Usability and Maintainability are the top two NFRs mentioned in
app changelogs. One reason could be that app developers prefer
to satisfy the users’ needs and resolve their problems when using
the apps. Another reason could be that if zooming in on the
growth of these two NFRs per app category in recent years, more
usability requirements are expected for apps in the category of
‘Travel’, and more bugs are needed to fix in the apps for social
networking. The reason could refer to the nature of these two
categories of apps. Travel apps compete on ease of use and userfriendliness of the app interface. Whereas, developers of social
networking apps assume that users will keep updating their profiles on regular basis, and therefore take care of the ease and
speed with which an app can be restored to operational status
after a failure occurs.
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Fig. 6. Growth of app changes typed as Maintainability.

V.DISCUSSION
A.Reflection on the overview of app changes
Regarding the increasing number of app changelogs and app
changes, we observed that the updating of apps is more and more
frequent with larger number of changes. One reason could be
that the number of app users is increasing, so that more changes
are needed to quickly respond users for the purpose of maintaining current users and attracting potential users.
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VI.LIMITATIONS

App Store and Google Play. We consider this important in order
to improve generalizability of the study results. Meanwhile, we
also plan to conduct a survey from the developers of investigated
apps, in order to confirm the findings from this study as well as
the usefulness of the results for practitioners.

This exploratory study has some limitations concerning the
generalizability [8] of our findings. First, we included applications belonging to three categories only. One might think that we
could have obtained different results if we have included other
categories among those pre-defined in the Apple App Store [13].
We consider this an important issue that warrants future research.
In addition, all our applications are from the Apple Store. It
might be possible that results could be different if we analyzed
applications of the same three categories but from Google Play.
We however believe that the app sector is a very competitive one
and if an app is known for certain outstanding features and qualities, then one can safely assume that the competitors will follow
suit and would try as soon as possible to implement changes to
their apps so that these apps can be as close as possible to the
leading apps in each respective category.
Second, in this exploration, all the 3000 app changes were
analyzed and labelled by two bachelor students majored in computer science. To get high-quality labels for analysis and synthesis, we took the following measures. Regarding the coders, before labelling, the two coders learned the body of knowledge of
requirements engineering and software engineering from specialized courses in their bachelor program. Considering the process of labelling, as mentioned in Section III.C, we conducted a
two-round pilot labelling to help the two coders get a consensus
on understanding the meanings of different types of requirements, especially for NFR. Furthermore, 500 out of the 3000 labelled app changes were randomly selected and then checked by
the first author to ensure the quality of labelling, for the purpose
of reducing the effects of requirements-engineering and domain
knowledge of these two coders. The agreement of this randomly
checking is 98%, which means that the labels of those 3000 app
changes could basically guarantee the quality of the analysis process and the conclusions.
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VII.CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This exploratory study looked into the changes and the
changelogs pertaining to 120 apps in the Apple App Store, from
a developers’ perspective in regard to functional and non-functional requirements (FR and NFRs). We found that the majority
of the changes in fact refer to NFRs. Developers seem to be busy
with improving the quality aspects of their apps, and relative
fewer changes referred to FR, according to the apps investigated
in this study.
Our study included apps from three categories (Travel, Social networking, and Books); however, we found that usability
and maintainability seem to be the NFRs that dominate the app
changes across all three categories. It came as a surprise that reliability requirements formed only a fraction of the total number
of non-functional requirements (NFRs) addressed in all
changelogs of apps in the three selected App Store categories.
Our immediate future research is to explore how to use machine learning techniques to facilitate the automatic classification of app changes, in order to reduce the cost of manual labelling and then help developers quickly understand the changes of
apps. Next, we plan to extend our exploration by including other
categories of apps, e.g., well-being and health care apps in Apple
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